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From: Graeme Logan 

Learning Directorate 

1 June 2021 

Cabinet Secretary for Education and Skills 

 

CONFIDENTIAL - EDUCATION REFORM - POSSIBLE POLICY OPTIONS 

 

Purpose 

 

1. This paper begins to set out some possible policy options as to how a programme of education 

reform could be framed. Many of the proposals in this paper build on the experience of 

education policy in the last Parliament, while also reflecting a need to accelerate the pace of 

change and improvement. [REDACT s.29(1)(a)].  There are a number of recent independent 

reports on aspects of Scottish Education which evidence this and which support the case for 

change. 

2. We also go in to further detail in Annex A on the background, considerations and possible 

options for the future of Education Scotland and the SQA, given the particular level of scrutiny 

and focus there is on the ongoing role of both organisations. 

 

Priority 

 

3. Routine.  The contents of this paper are highly sensitive, in particular in relation to the national 

agencies. [REDACT s.29(1)(a)].  

 

Objective of Reform 

 

4. Determining the objective and scope of a programme of education reform will be important.  

The National Improvement Framework1 (NIF) sets out the vision and priorities for Scottish 

education that have been agreed across the system, and the national improvement activity that 

needs to be undertaken to help deliver those priorities; many of which relate to an agenda 

around reform.  The SNP Manifesto commits to devolving more powers and financial control to 

the people who know the pupils best – the teachers. 

5. A key decision is what approach to education governance, and potential further reform, will 

accelerate the pace of progress.[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] , [REDACT s.30(b)]. 

   

Considerations 

 

6. Support for greater school empowerment remains high and there is a strong link to how this 

can also support education recovery post-pandemic.   

 

7. It is important however to recognise the unprecedented pressure schools have been under 

over the past year. [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] , [REDACT s.30(b)]. 

8. It will therefore be vital to work with education partners and the schools’ workforce  [REDACT s. 

29(1)(a)].    

 

                                                             
1 https://www.gov.scot/publications/2021-national-improvement-framework-improvement-plan/  

https://www.gov.scot/publications/2021-national-improvement-framework-improvement-plan/
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Options for a new programme of reform 

 

9. There are two key logical areas of focus for a potential education reform programme: 

a) [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)]; and  

b) [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)].  

10. [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)]. 

 

[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] 

 

11. [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)].   

12. Overall, we need to ensure that national agencies are well placed to support and challenge an 

increased pace of improvement in Scottish education, and to do this with credibility, rigour and 

impact. [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)], [REDACT s. 30(b)].   

13. [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)], [REDACT s. 30(b)]. The International Council of Education Advisers (ICEA) 

Report2 notes that the ICEA has consistently underlined how a focus on cultural change, 

capacity building, and structural change were key elements in securing sustained 

improvements in Scotland’s education system.  [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)], [REDACT s. 30(b)].   

14. [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)].   

 [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)].   

 [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)].   

 [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)].   

 [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)].   

 [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)].   

 [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)].   

 

[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)].   

 

15. The SNP manifesto states that: 

“We will trust teachers and take steps to ensure they are empowered to take the most 

important decisions designed to support the communities they serve. This will include clear 

decision making responsibility for headteachers in respect of school improvement, staffing, 

budgets (Devolved School Management) and curriculum.” 

16. [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)], [REDACT s. 30(b)].  Audit Scotland has commented that ‘Those 

involved in education recognised that the initial response to the pandemic needed to be 

centrally controlled and consistent, while still allowing schools and councils to decide how best 

to support local pupils. Teachers, schools, pupils and parents working together will be key to a 

successful recovery’. 

 

17. There are a number of ways in which this agenda could be driven forward: 

18. [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)].   

                                                             
2 https://www.gov.scot/publications/international-council-education-advisers-report-2018-2020/  

https://www.gov.scot/publications/international-council-education-advisers-report-2018-2020/
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 [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)].   

 [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)].   

 [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)].   

 

19. It also continues to be essential to invest in the quality of staff who work in Scotland’s schools. 

This will include teachers, headteachers and others including pupil support staff; ensuring that 

we have the right suite of policies and programmes in place to enhance the capacity of the 

workforce could be considered as, if not more, important than structural reform.  We have a 

strong base to work from, with a good suite of Professional Learning available from Education 

Scotland, and further offers at regional and local level. There are a range of possible actions in 

this area: 

 [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)]. 

 [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)]. 

 [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)]. 

 

20. [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)], [REDACT s. 30(b)]. 

Conclusion 

 

21. [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)]. 

22. [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)], [REDACT s. 30(b)]. 

23. [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)]. 

 [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)]. 

 [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)]. 

 [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)]. 

 

We would be happy to set up a meeting with a small number of key Scottish Government 

officials and scope out the options in more detail if the Cabinet Secretary wishes.   
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ANNEX A – POTENTIAL OPTIONS FOR THE FUTURE OF EDUCATION SCOTLAND and SQA 

 

Purpose 

 

1. This note provides the background and a review of possible options for the future of Education 

Scotland and SQA.   

 

Background 

 

2. Education Scotland was established in 2011 as a reform directed by the then Cabinet 

Secretary of Education (M Russell) to bring together the work and responsibili ties of Learning 

and Teaching Scotland (LTS) and Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Education (HMIE). 

3. Before 2010, LTS led on curriculum support and HMIE led on quality assurance. SQA led on 

examination assessment and the GTCS was the regulatory body for teachers.  The role 

previously held by the Scottish College for Education Leadership (SCEL), was transferred to 

Education Scotland and its Professional Learning and Leadership Directorate in 2018.  

4. Education Scotland is an Executive Agency of the Scottish Government tasked with supporting 

quality and improvement in Scottish education. It supports improvement at three levels – local, 

regional and national.  Its Framework Document3 establishes its roles and functions, which 

broadly are to carry out inspections and reviews of schools, colleges, councils and their 

partners, and to work with teachers and other educators, schools, councils to help them 

improve.  Since they were established in 2017, Education Scotland has played a key role 

alongside local authorities in the Regional Improvement Collaboratives (RICs). 

5. Since the beginning of the pandemic, Education Scotland has paused inspections and focused 

more on providing national and local support for schools, teachers, pupils and parents, for 

example with moving to remote and blended learning. 

6. Education Scotland’s core budget fell in real terms from £25.3 million in 2013/14 to £20.4 

million in 2018/19.  The budget for 2020/21 increased to £25.6 million (in 2018/19 prices) and is 

set to increase again to £28.2 million in 2021/22 to account for additional posts in the 

organisation.   

 

7. The SQA’s functions and responsibilities are laid out in the Education (Scotland) Act 1996 as 

amended by the Scottish Qualifications Authority Act (2002).  Previously, two Scottish 

examination authorities existed (Scottish Examination Board and the Scottish Vocational 

Education Council.  ) 

 

Considerations 

 

8. [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)], [REDACT s. 30(b)]. 

9. Parliamentary debates and review of political manifestos indicates a strong political push from 

other parties for reform of SQA and Education Scotland.  [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)], [REDACT s. 

30(b)]. 

10. As noted in the main paper above, there are also a number of recent independent reports on 

aspects of Scottish Education which support the case for change, [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)], 

[REDACT s. 30(b)]. 

 

                                                             
3 https://education.gov.scot/Documents/EducationScotlandFramework.pdf  

https://education.gov.scot/Documents/EducationScotlandFramework.pdf
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International Council of Education Advisers (ICEA), December 2021: 

Challenge is a dynamic force within a system; not simply external pressure on that system. 

Scotland has avoided many of the negative high-stakes effects of excessive and inappropriate 

forms of top-down challenge that characterize a number of other systems. But the need for 

greater dynamism and challenge within the Scottish system remains. Many recent initiatives in 

Scotland such as the appointment of Challenge Advisors to support, stretch and strengthen 

Regional Improvement Collaboratives have the potential to realise this necessary dynamism, 

but they may require still further strengthening. 

and 

A lesson from this crisis is the need to rely less on policy-driven education reforms, and more 

on practical and powerful ideas with track records of proven success across sectors to improve 

learning, wellbeing and health in different educational settings. Collaboration, not just 

coordination between education and health, and networked improvement of children’s lives 

(through learning and health) will be more successful than the imposition of  

independently mandated reforms by authorities in different sectors. In short, the respective 

roles of national and local government and of intermediate agencies need to be reviewed after 

the pandemic to ensure they enhance inclusion, responsiveness, agility and col laboration in an 

effective post pandemic system that benefits all young people in Scotland. This is not just a 

statement of philosophy, or a plea for additional resources and initiatives. It calls for a shift in 

resource allocation from central government and agencies to  

regional and community-based authorities. 

 

Audit Scotland, Improving Outcomes for Young people through School Education, March 2021:  

Education Scotland should work with schools, councils and RICs to: 

 understand the factors that cause variation in performance across schools and councils  

 achieve greater consistency in applying the NIF drivers through a targeted response that 

reflects local priorities for improvement, with a focus on reducing inequalities 

 ensure the successful innovation and learning from the Covid-19 response, such as the 

opportunities from using digital learning, informs future planning for improved outcomes for 

children and young people. 

 

Commission on School Reform, Education Manifesto for 2021 and Beyond4, April 2021: 

 Education Scotland should be abolished.  

 An independent inspectorate should be established, overseen by a board independent of 

government influence and answerable to Parliament. The focus of the inspectorate’s 

activities should be as much on the effectiveness of policy as on its implementation at  the 

level of the individual school or other establishment. 

 Strategic curriculum guidance should be developed collaboratively with extensive 

stakeholder involvement but should be seen clearly as the responsibility of government 

rather than a supposedly arms-length agency. 

 Resources available for developing advice and delivering support should be progressively 

devolved to school level, allowing school staff to select those providers who they see as 

offering the best quality service. 

 

 

Potential options 

 

                                                             
4 https://reformscotland.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/An-Education-Manifesto-for-2021-and-beyond.pdf  

https://reformscotland.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/An-Education-Manifesto-for-2021-and-beyond.pdf
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[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] 

 

[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] 

 

[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] 

 

 

 

[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] 

 

 

 

[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] 

 

[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] 

 

[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] 

 

[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] 

 

[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] 

 

 

 

[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] 

 

[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] 

 

[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] 

 

[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] 

 

[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] 

 

[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] 

 

[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] 
 
 
 
 

 

Conclusion 

 

[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] 

 

 

As noted in the main submission above, we would be happy to set up a meeting with a 

small number of key Scottish Government officials and scope out the options in more detail 

if the Cabinet Secretary wishes. 
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COVID recovery: excellence and equity in Scottish education 

 

“That the Parliament recognises the difficult circumstances which children, young 

people and parents have faced over the course of the pandemic;  commends the 

extraordinary work done by university, college, school and childcare staff over the 

past year to maintain education and childcare; recognises that the pandemic has 

nevertheless had an impact on the health, wellbeing and education of many children 

and young people across Scotland, particularly the most disadvantaged; agrees that 

work to address these impacts, and remove the barriers to learning that too many 

still face, should be at the heart of Scotland’s COVID recovery efforts; and welcomes 

the government’s commitment to implement ambitious plans to support our 

education system during its first 100 days.” 

  

 

 

Introduction 

 

Presiding Officer, following my statement yesterday on qualifications, I am delighted 

to have this opportunity to speak to Parliament again today.  

 

Rather than recapping points rehearsed yesterday, I intend both to highlight the 

exceptional efforts that continue to be made across our education sector to support 

learners during this pandemic, and to begin to outline the steps we will take to 

ensure positive the best possible outcomes for all of Scotland’s children and young 

people over the coming years.  

 

In doing so, let me first take you back to 2015, when the First Minister underlined this 

Government’s commitment to education with the ambition that all children in 

Scotland should have the best start in life, and that there should be no better place in 

the world to be educated than here in Scotland. 

 

That is stillremains the commitment of this Government – and that it is my personal 

commitment to make this a reality for children across Scotland – as Cabinet 

Secretary for Education and Skills.  
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Building on existing successes 

 

In taking forward this agenda, I am mindful that we are building on many significant 

achievements of recent years. These start in the early years, where we are 

delivering transformational change through the expanded provision of early learning 

and childcare. I will say more about that shortly. 

 

That ambition flows throughout the whole education system, where our policies – 

including the initial £750 million Scottish Attainment Challenge - have resulted in 

Scotland investing more in education per person than anywhere else in the UK. 

Teacher numbers are currently the highest they have been since 2008, with the 

number of primary teachers the highest since 1980. 

 

Already, all pupils in primaries 1 to 3 benefit from access to free school meals, 

allowing families to save around £400 per child per year. In addition, the national 

minimum school clothing grant of £100 is helping more families afford school uniform 

costs. 

 

In terms of outcomes, 63.9% of young people leaving school in 2019/20 had 

achieved 1 pass or more at SCQF Level 6 or better. And 93.3% of school leavers 

from that year were in education, employment or training 3 months after leaving 

school, up from 87.7% in 2009/10. In the most recent PISA study in 2018 – which 

compares education performance from countries across the world  2018 Global 

Competence assessment, only two countries out of all those taking part had a higher 

average score than Scotland. The 2018 PISA study focused on young people’s 

global competences – essential skills for learning life and work.  

 

Let me thank the Deputy First Minister for his tireless work in building this platform, 

and I now look forward to taking forward the next phase of progress.  

 

Response to Covid 

 

Commented [LG(1]: Add a line about expansion of 

both in first 100 days 
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We know that, over the last year, Covid-19 has caused greater disruption to all parts 

of life than at any other period in living memory. Our collective response to that 

challenge is one that we should all be proud of. Let me be clear, due to the supreme 

effort of many, the education of our children and young people has been sustained 

despite these immense difficulties.  

 

I would like to express my appreciation for the extraordinary work of all those in the 

education workforce, who I know have gone to great lengths to sustain learning and 

teaching, to support the wellbeing of young people and their families, and to ensure 

that childcare, nurseries, schools, colleges and universities remained welcoming and 

safe in the most challenging of circumstances.  

 

Parents and carers have also contributed significantly to the education of children at 

home; and many of us have been stretched to support families and look after children 

while continuing to work.  Above all else, I want to especially thank the children and 

young people of Scotland for their resilience and hard work during these difficult days, 

and to assure them we are listening to their concerns and hopes about the way ahead.  

 

Despite these heroics, however, we still face significant challenges. In the short term, 

we know that the virus is highly unpredictable, and we must continue to manage the 

risks of COVID in our childcare settings, schools, colleges and universities as we – 

hopefully – move towards a greater sense of normality in the coming months. I will 

continue to take expert advice on these issues, and work with stakeholders to ensure 

the best possible educational experience for staff, children and young people as we 

emerge from the pandemic. 

 

We know that the pandemic has had an impact on education globally; the issues being 

experienced in Scotland are ones that are common to countries across the world.  

 

Research shows us that Covid has had adverse consequences on both the health and 

wellbeing of some children, as well as their attainment. These experiences have been 

different for each individual, and our own Equity Audit, published earlier this  year, 

recognises that disadvantaged children may have suffered disproportionately.  
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Recognising these risks, this Government has already committed £400 million over 

2020/21 and 21/22 to support education recovery. The Nuffield Foundation reported 

earlier this year that the funding committed in Scotland for ‘catch up’ was the most 

generous on a per pupil basis across all of the UK nations. 

 

Amongst other things, this funding has enabled local authorities to recruit many more 

teachers and support staff, has led to around 70,000 devices and 14,000 

connectivity packages being distributed to learners across Scotland, and has 

ensured no child has gone hungry thanks to free school meal alternatives during the 

period of remote learning and school holidays. In addition to that, we have 

introduced a £20 million Pupil Equity Funding (PEF) Premium for 2021/22 – 

increasing investment in PEF to £148 million this year. 

 

A focus on mental health and wellbeing 

 

Looking ahead, we know that the health and wellbeing of our children must take 

primacy, and that this is the first step in supporting effective learning. That is why we 

are rolling out a £20 million Summer Programme to help children socialise, play and 

reconnect.  

 

This programme is in addition to the existing £16 million of funding for local 

authorities to put in place access to a mental health counsellor in every secondary 

school across Scotland, £11 million to local authorities to support their response to 

the pandemic’s impact on children and young people’s mental health and wellbeing, 

and the £18.75 million available to local authorities for Community Supports and 

Services.  

 

And we have also invested in resources to directly support young people – for 

example through funding Young Scot to produce the ‘Aye Feel’ resource – which 

provides sources of support and information for children and young people. 

 

Commented [LG(2]: Keep it in please 

Commented [u3]: If we are looking to cut words, this 

could go as we reference the basic fact earlier in the 

speech (although it is a really key point). 
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And we won’t stop there – through our Mental Health in Schools Working Group we 

will continue to deliver resources and learning for our valued school staff as they 

work to support the positive mental health and wellbeing of children and young 

people.  

 

Wider education recovery and 100 day commitments 

 

This support for wellbeing sits as part of a comprehensive programme of education 

recovery which is already underway, and will support outcomes in the short and long 

term. This programme continues to be guided by the mantra of excellence and equity 

– underpinned by a high-quality and empowered profession – and we owe it to this 

generation to be ruthless in our efforts to deliver that vision. 

 

As in the pre-pandemic period, we are prioritising additional support for those from 

the most disadvantaged backgrounds – and that is why we have extended our 

commitment to the Scottish Attainment Challenge by providing over £200 million to 

the Attainment Scotland Fund in 2021/22, and have committed to investing over £1 

billion over the course of this parliament to close the poverty related attainment gap. 

I look forward to working with our partners to think about how best to use that 

investment beyond 2021/22, to have the greatest impact on reducing the attainment 

gap and improving the life chances of children living in poverty.  I strongly believe 

that schools cannot do this alone, I want to ensure we are taking a joined up 

approach to tackling child poverty.   

 

Of course, we know that teachers and support staff are central to the quality of 

learning in schools. We were elected on a mandate to devolve even greater powers 

to teachers and schools and to intensify the empowerment agenda.  Already, we 

have supported the appointment of an additional 1,400 teachers and more than 200 

support staff in schools across Scotland. And in the first 100 days of this new 

Government, we will fund councils to increase teacher numbers by a further 1,000 

and classroom assistants by 500 – as part of our commitment to 3,500 additional 

teachers and classroom assistants over the parliamentary term.  

 

Commented [LG(4]: Potential to include a line about 
Cab Sec’s previous delivery of the Scottish child 

payment.  
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These are big ambitions, but we will start delivery of them immediately. In the first 

hundred days of this Parliament we will publish the OECD report on Scottish 

education, and begin the work needed to implement its recommendations. Education 

recovery, renewal and improvement will sit alongside specific, tangible action to 

intensify support for children and young people’s progress and achievement. I also 

want to be clear with Parliament today that I am open to considering what further 

reform is necessary to ensure we make maximum progress during this Parliamentary 

term on improving outcomes achieved by children and young people during their 

school years.  This includes reducing variability in the outcomes children and young 

people achieve across different local authorities.  So reform with a clear purpose in 

mind – doing all we can to make maximum progress on improving outcomes for 

children.  I can reassure those working on the front line in our education 

establishments that this will not mean extra pressure or work for them at this critical 

time as we look to recovery.  I want to look at options for reform nationally, regionally 

and locally, to ensure that schools get the best possible support and challenge to 

enable them to improve further and to do the very best for the children in their care.  

To enable them to focus relentlessly on providing the highest quality of learning and 

teaching for our children. To ensure that those working in education outwith schools 

are fully focused on doing everything they can to provide the highest quality of 

support, based on what children, families, teachers and schools need.  Today I want 

to signal my intention to start this process by considering how to reform the role, 

remit and governance of our two key national education agencies – the SQA and 

Education Scotland.  This will be a key priority for me and will be informed by the 

findings of the OECD review on 21 June. I will say more to Parliament on this before 

summer recess.  

 

In this same period, we will also make free breakfasts and lunches available to all 

primary 4 children in Scotland – as the next step towards extending them to all 

primary school children, all year round. This will extend to primary 5 children in 

January 2022 and the provision of free school meals to all eligible children and 

young people in primary and secondary through all school holidays. We are 

providing over £49 million in funding to our local authorities to support the 

implementation of these approaches in 2021-22 – a significant investment in the 

health and wellbeing of our children and young people.     

Commented [LG(5]: What period?  Can we be more 

specific please (sorry my addition above may have 

interrupted the flow) 
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To help families and give pupils the best start, we will increase the school clothing 

grant and the Best Start Food grant, which helps families with children under 3 to 

buy healthy foods, and we will take steps to remove charges for core curriculum 

activities, and for music and arts education – including instrumental music tuition. We 

will also agree the first allocation of funding to councils for refurbishment of play 

parks. 

 

And before we formally expand the Scottish Child Payment next year, and prepare to 

double its value, we will provide interim support for eligible children – including a 

£100 payment near the start of the summer holidays. 

 

Presiding officer, I am proud to say that during these first 100 days – and in addition 

to the above - we will also complete one of the major legacies of the last Parliament. 

From August, all three and four year olds, and two-year-olds who need it most, will 

be eligible for more than 1,100 hours of free early learning and childcare each year.  

We know that high quality early learning and childcare can make a huge difference 

to children’s lives, particularly when they are growing up in more disadvantaged 

circumstances. Universally accessible and high quality early learning and childcare 

helps to provide children with skills and confidence to carry into school education, 

and is a cornerstone for closing the poverty-related attainment gap between children 

from the most and least deprived communities. 

The expansion will provide more flexibility for families with parents having greater 

choice of providers and a child’s hours being more aligned to working patterns, whilst 

being delivered in a manner that provides a high quality experience for the child. 

Collectively we can now focus on realising the transformational benefits the 

expansion will bring, including improved educational and development outcomes for 

children, enhanced family wellbeing and greater employment and training 

opportunities for parents and carers. 
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And we do not intend to stop there. In this Parliament, we will expand childcare 

further - for example, by developing the provision of wraparound care and after-

school clubs. In the first 100 days we will begin work to develop this wraparound 

child care offer, building on our engagement to date with children, parents 

and carers as we better understand their needs.   We are committed to working 

collaboratively with children and young people, and parents and carers to co design 

our future policy.  This year, we will establish a diverse and inclusive public panel of 

parents, carers, children and young people from a wide range of communities across 

Scotland.  

We will also ask children and young people to develop their own charter for school 

age childcare in Scotland, which will reflect the views of children and young people 

and provide recommendations outlining how they could better access childcare, 

activities and wider support round around the school day and during the holidays.  

And of course, in Scotland we prioritise fundamental children’s rights. We will press 

on with the implementation of UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) to 

the maximum extent possible and fight any legal challenge to children's rights 

 

FE / HE 

 

Presiding officer, so far I have focussed mainly on our work to improve outcomes for 

children and young people within early learning and childcare settings and within 

schools.  

 

However, our determination to deliver extends beyond that. For example, since 2012 

we have invested over £1 billion per year in Scotland’s universities, meaning that a 

record 260,490 students enrolled at Scottish universities in 2019/20.  

 

I know the Minister for HE, FE, Youth Employment and Training will say more about 

such issues in his closing remarks, but let me cover in brief some key points. 
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As with elsewhere in the education sector – and society more generally - I am 

acutely aware of the challenges our universities have faced throughout the 

pandemic.  

 

I am appreciative of the proactive, collaborative and innovative ways in which they 

have responded, and remain grateful to staff and students for their continued 

patience, understanding and support as we progress towards greater normality. 

 

Looking ahead, we will continue to work collaboratively with the sector as it 

intensifies planning for 2021/22, including through the recently established Advanced 

Learning Covid Recovery Group and on the basis of expert advice provided through 

the new COVID-19 Advisory Sub-Group on Universities and Colleges.  

 

Our further and higher education institutions are key strategic assets, not only in the 

fight against COVID-19, but in our economic and social recovery. We will continue to 

work closely with the sector and the Scottish Funding Council to understand the 

impact of the pandemic, to ensure our institutions remain sustainable in the long-

term and at the forefront of global education and research. 

 

Closing 

 

Presiding officer, in closing, let me make two final observations.  

 

First, I am conscious of Audit Scotland’s recent observations that – and I quote – 

“Those involved in planning, delivering and supporting school education were 

working well together prior to the pandemic. This strong foundation helped them to 

collaborate to deliver a rapid response to Covid-19 in exceptionally challenging 

circumstances.”  
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As we move further into the recovery phase of the pandemic - and beyond - my firm 

intention is that this strong collaborative approach will continue. Working together, 

we will ensure that all pupils are given the support they need to recover their learning 

and health and wellbeing. This includes maximising how we support and challenge 

improvement, and reduce variability in what children achieve in different parts of the 

country.  

 

Second, it is right that the voice of children and young people themselves must be at 

the heart of our approach. I expect them to be engaged in every aspect of our policy 

considerations, and know they will bring the energy and insight borne of lived 

experience to those discussions. 

 

I am deeply conscious of the privilege of holding this office, and I look forward to 

working with colleagues from across Parliament and beyond as we continue to 

deliver a high quality education system that is based on excellence and equity for 

all.ensures that all children and young people can achieve their potential.    

 

Thank you. 

 

Word count: approx. 2400 

 



From: Director of Learning <DirectorofLearning@gov.scot>  
Sent: 01 June 2021 10:03 
To: Cabinet Secretary for Education and Skills <CabSecES@gov.scot>; McAllister C (Colin) [REDACT 
s.38(1)(b)]; Griffin J (Joe) [REDACT s.38(1)(b)]; McLean L (Liza) [REDACT s.38(1)(b)]; Anson S (Sam) 
[REDACT s.38(1)(b)]; Drought A (Andrew) [REDACT s.38(1)(b)] 
Subject: Restricted advice to Ministers 

 
Cabinet Secretary 
 
Following your request when we met last Monday, please find attached some initial 

confidential advice on reform options.  This gives you a succinct history of reform in 
the last parliamentary term and outlines at a high level options for reform going 
forward, [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)]. 

 
[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)], [REDACT s. 30(b]  

 
Your statement on Thursday provides an opportunity to set out your vision for 
education over this Parliamentary term.  [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)], [REDACT s. 30(b)]. 

 
I have discussed this in confidence with Joe and we would be happy to discuss this 
further with you.  Early feedback would be appreciated given that our team are 
currently drafting your opening statement for Thursday’s debate.   

 
Thanks 
Graeme.  
 



From: Director of Learning <DirectorofLearning@gov.scot> 
Sent: 01 June 2021 13:01 
To: Anson S (Sam) [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Subject: RE: Education Debate 030621 Opening speaking notes 

 
Sorry Sam my email wasn’t clear – yes it is the comments in the document 
itself. Graeme. 

 
From: Anson S (Sam) [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Sent: 01 June 2021 13:00 
To: Director of Learning <DirectorofLearning@gov.scot> 
Subject: RE: Education Debate 030621 Opening speaking notes 

 
Thanks Graeme. Just checking that the ‘feedback below’ refers to comments in the doc itself? 

 
Sam Anson | Joint Head of the Covid Education Strategy and Recovery Division | Learning Directorate | 
07399 589201 

 
From: Director of Learning <DirectorofLearning@gov.scot> 
Sent: 01 June 2021 12:48 
To: Anson S (Sam) [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Subject: RE: Education Debate 030621 Opening speaking notes 

 
Thanks Sam – can you share my feedback below with a reduced copylist please (our 
DDs and Joe only). Please find attached my tracked changes in particular  the 
additions I have made on page 6. I would appreciate any views on this. 
When the draft statement goes to Cab Sec, please highlight that I have added the 
text on page 6 following my conversation with her this morning. 

 
Graeme. 

 
 

From: Anson S (Sam) <[REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] > 
Sent: 01 June 2021 10:21 
To: Director of Learning <DirectorofLearning@gov.scot> 
Subject: FW: Education Debate 030621 Opening speaking notes 

 
 
 

Sam Anson | Joint Head of the Covid Education Strategy and Recovery Division | Learning Directorate | 
07399 589201 

 
From: [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Sent: 31 May 2021 08:31 
To: [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] CERG <CERG@gov.scot>;[REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; 
[REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] Sheppard L (Lesley) [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 
38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; 
[REDACT s. 38(1)(b)];[REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 
38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; 
;[REDACT s. 38(1)(b); [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 



38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; 
[REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b); [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 
38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b); [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; 
[REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 
38(1)(b)]; 
Cc: Anson S (Sam) [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; ; Drought A (Andrew) [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; 
Subject: Education Debate 030621 Opening speaking notes 

 
Dear colleagues, 

 
Thank you to all who sent contributions for the speaking note for Ms Somerville to 
open the Education Debate on Thursday (3 June) 

 
I would be grateful if you would check, edit and update the attached draft of the 
speaking note for your policy area by 3pm on Tuesday. I appreciate this deadline in 
tight, we’ve done what we can within the constraints of the holiday weekend. 

 
Best wishes, 
[REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; 

 
 

[REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; Learning Directorate | Scottish Government | 07719 344759 



From: McLean L (Liza) [REDACT, s. 38(1)(b)] 
Sent: 02 June 2021 14:52 
To: Cabinet Secretary for Education and Skills <CabSecES@gov.scot>; Director of Learning 
<DirectorofLearning@gov.scot>; DG Education & Justice <dgej@gov.scot>; Griffin J (Joe) [REDACT, s. 
38(1)(b)]; Anson S (Sam) [REDACT, s. 38(1)(b)]; Director of Advanced Learning and Science 
<DirectorofAdvancedLearningandScience@gov.scot>; McAllister C (Colin) [REDACT, s. 38(1)(b)]; 
Minister for HE, FE, Youth Employment and Training <MinisterHEFEYET@gov.scot>; Macdonald R 
(Roddy[REDACT, s. 38(1)(b)] 
Cc: Drought A (Andrew) [REDACT, s. 38(1)(b)] 
Subject: RE: Mtg with Joe Griffin, DG Education and Justice and Graeme Logan, Director of Learning 

 
Apologies, please use this version. 

Kind regards 

Liza 
 

Liza McLean 
Interim Deputy Director, Learning Workforce, Infrastructure and Reform 
Learning Directorate 
Working from home – [REDACT, s. 38(1)(b)] 

 
From: McLean L (Liza) 
Sent: 02 June 2021 14:42 
To: Cabinet Secretary for Education and Skills <CabSecES@gov.scot>; Director of Learning 
<DirectorofLearning@gov.scot>; DG Education & Justice <dgej@gov.scot>; Griffin J (Joe) [REDACT, s. 
38(1)(b)]; Anson S (Sam) [REDACT, s. 38(1)(b)]; Director of Advanced Learning and Science 
<DirectorofAdvancedLearningandScience@gov.scot>; McAllister C (Colin) [REDACT, s. 38(1)(b)]; 
Minister for HE, FE, Youth Employment and Training <MinisterHEFEYET@gov.scot>; Macdonald R 
(Roddy) [REDACT, s. 38(1)(b)] 
Cc: Drought A (Andrew) [REDACT, s. 38(1)(b)] 
Subject: RE: Mtg with Joe Griffin, DG Education and Justice and Graeme Logan, Director of Learning 

 
Stuart, please see attached a supplementary paper on reform for the meeting this afternoon 
that covers: 

 
• Rationale for reform; 
• Likely stakeholder views; and 
• Potential next steps. 

 
Liza McLean 
Interim Deputy Director, Learning Workforce, Infrastructure and Reform 
Learning Directorate 
Working from home – [REDACT, s. 38(1)(b)] 

 
-----Original Appointment----- 
From: Cabinet Secretary for Education and Skills <CabSecES@gov.scot> 
Sent: 02 June 2021 10:33 
To: Cabinet Secretary for Education and Skills; McLean L (Liza); Director of Learning; DG Education & 
Justice; Griffin J (Joe); Anson S (Sam); Director of Advanced Learning and Science; McAllister C 



(Colin); Minister for HE, FE, Youth Employment and Training; Macdonald R (Roddy) 
Cc: Drought A (Andrew) 
Subject: Mtg with Joe Griffin, DG Education and Justice and Graeme Logan, Director of Learning 
When: 02 June 2021 16:00-16:45 (UTC+00:00) Dublin, Edinburgh, Lisbon, London. 
Where: Microsoft Teams 

 

Microsoft Teams meeting 
Join on your computer or mobile app 
Click here to join the meeting 
Or call in (audio only) 
+44 131 376 2847,,659869649# United Kingdom, Edinburgh 
Phone Conference ID: 659 869 649# 
Find a local number | Reset PIN 
SCOTS Connect 
Learn More | Help | Meeting options 



From: Director of Learning <DirectorofLearning@gov.scot>  
Sent: 02 June 2021 13:08 
To: McLean L (Liza) [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; Anson S (Sam) [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Cc: [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Subject: RE: URGENT: Restricted advice to Ministers 

 
Thanks for pulling this together so quickly Liza.  Grateful if [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 

and Sam can add their content and then please send this to Cab Sec (and those 

attending the meeting this afternoon) ASAP. 
 
[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)]  
 

 
Graeme.  

 
From: McLean L (Liza) [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Sent: 02 June 2021 13:00 
To: Director of Learning [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] Anson S (Sam) [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Cc: [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Subject: RE: URGENT: Restricted advice to Ministers 
Importance: High 

 
Hi, I’ve attached a short draft on next steps, [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)]. 

 

[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)]  

 

Kind regards 

 

Liza 

 

Liza McLean 
Interim Deputy Director, Learning Workforce, Infrastructure and Reform 
Learning Directorate 
Working from home – 07554332348 

 

From: Director of Learning <DirectorofLearning@gov.scot>  
Sent: 02 June 2021 10:37 
To: McLean L (Liza) [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] Anson S (Sam) [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Cc: [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Subject: RE: URGENT: Restricted advice to Ministers 

 
Thanks can we combine in to one paper please and send to Cab Sec ahead early 
afternoon?  Graeme.  
 
From: McLean L (Liza) [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Sent: 02 June 2021 09:41 
To: Director of Learning <DirectorofLearning@gov.scot>; Anson S (Sam) [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Cc: [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Subject: RE: URGENT: Restricted advice to Ministers 

 

mailto:DirectorofLearning@gov.scot
mailto:DirectorofLearning@gov.scot


Yes, no problem we’ll do that, [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] .    

 

Sam, give us a shout if you need anything from us [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)].  

 

Kind regards 

 

Liza 

 

Liza McLean 
Interim Deputy Director, Learning Workforce, Infrastructure and Reform 
Learning Directorate 
Working from home – [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 

 

From: Director of Learning <DirectorofLearning@gov.scot>  
Sent: 02 June 2021 09:34 
To: McLean L (Liza) [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; Anson S (Sam) [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Cc: [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Subject: URGENT: Restricted advice to Ministers 

 
Thanks Liza. 
 
[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] I would also like you to join a 1600 meeting with Ms Somerville 

when we will be discussing tomorrow’s statement and in particular the text around 
reform.   
 
Copying to Sam [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)]. 

 
Graeme.  
 
From: McLean L (Liza) [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Sent: 02 June 2021 09:12 
To: Director of Learning <DirectorofLearning@gov.scot> 
Cc: [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Subject: RE: Restricted advice to Ministers 

 

As mentioned, to see what look to be the two key pieces of advice I can find attached (erdm 

is down).  Am sure [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] would be more than happy to have a chat with us too. 

 

Kind regards 

 

Liza 

 

Liza McLean 
Interim Deputy Director, Learning Workforce, Infrastructure and Reform 
Learning Directorate 
Working from home – [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 

 

From: McLean L (Liza) <[REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Sent: 01 June 2021 19:05 

mailto:DirectorofLearning@gov.scot
mailto:DirectorofLearning@gov.scot


To: Director of Learning <DirectorofLearning@gov.scot> 
Cc: [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Subject: RE: Restricted advice to Ministers 

 

[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)].  
 
From: Director of Learning <DirectorofLearning@gov.scot> 

Date: Tuesday, 01 Jun 2021, 6:49 pm 

To: McLean L (Liza) [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Cc: [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Subject: RE: Restricted advice to Ministers  

 

Thanks Liza – good to bring SGLD in early on the process [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] 

Graeme.  
  
From: McLean L (Liza) [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Sent: 01 June 2021 17:41 
To: Director of Learning <DirectorofLearning@gov.scot> 
Cc: [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Subject: RE: Restricted advice to Ministers 

  

Graeme, just to note that we have shared on a confidential basis with [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 

in SGLD.  [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)] 

  

Kind regards 

  

Liza 

  
Liza McLean 
Interim Deputy Director, Learning Workforce, Infrastructure and Reform 
Learning Directorate 
Working from home – [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 

  
From: Director of Learning <DirectorofLearning@gov.scot>  
Sent: 01 June 2021 10:03 
To: Cabinet Secretary for Education and Skills <CabSecES@gov.scot>; McAllister C (Colin) [REDACT s. 
38(1)(b)]; Griffin J (Joe) [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; McLean L (Liza) [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; Anson S (Sam) 
[REDACT s. 38(1)(b)]; Drought A (Andrew) [REDACT s. 38(1)(b)] 
Subject: Restricted advice to Ministers 

  
Cabinet Secretary 
  
Following your request when we met last Monday, please find attached some initial 

confidential advice on reform options.  This gives you a succinct history of reform in 
the last parliamentary term and outlines at a high level options for reform going 
forward, [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)].  

  

[REDACT s. 29(1)(a)], [REDACT s. 27(1)], [REDACT s. 30(b)] 

  

mailto:DirectorofLearning@gov.scot
mailto:DirectorofLearning@gov.scot
mailto:DirectorofLearning@gov.scot
mailto:DirectorofLearning@gov.scot
mailto:CabSecES@gov.scot


Your statement on Thursday provides an opportunity to set out your vision for 
education over this Parliamentary term.  [REDACT s. 29(1)(a)], [REDACT s. 30(b)] 

  
I have discussed this in confidence with Joe and we would be happy to discuss this 
further with you.  Early feedback would be appreciated given that our team are 
currently drafting your opening statement for Thursday’s debate.   

  
Thanks 
Graeme.  
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Next steps on Reform – Supplementary Paper  
2 June 2021 

 
Purpose 
 

1. To provide the Cabinet Secretary with further information on: 

 Rationale for reform of the national agencies (Annex A); 

 Likely stakeholder views (Annex B); and 

 Next steps (below). 
 
Next Steps 

 

2. On the basis that the Cabinet Secretary is content to commit to considering how to 
reform Education Scotland and SQA, suggested next steps could be: 
 

 Consultation - The overarching purpose for any reform in education will be to 

improve the quality of support for schools, increase the pace of improvement and 
reduce variability in the outcomes achieved by children and young people across 
the country.  The work should put service design principles at its core, in order to 
ensure that the outcome will meet the needs of its users.  [REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)].   

 
 Timeline - A timeline of key milestones and decisions will need to be agreed; 

[REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)].  Subsequent to this clear timelines will need to be 
established for implementation.  The set-up of Education Scotland took place 

between October 2010 and July 2011.  This was an incredibly tight timescale and 
meant that some of the key decisions re. staffing and structure had to be taken 
post-establishment. 
 

 Governance - Establish the strategic governance required to give oversight and 

assurance to the process. [REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)]. 
 

 Stakeholder Engagement and Communications - Develop a clear narrative and 

wider engagement strategy to establish clarity of purpose and logic for reform, and 
ensure that we reach learners, practitioners and parents.  This will also need to 
establish regular communication with staff and stakeholders, reinforcing the 
rationale, providing regular updates and setting out what has and has not been 

decided.  
 

 Operational - There are a significant number of operational aspects to take 

forward, including: 

o Further work on options, [REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)]. 

o Due diligence to gather and analyse [REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)] information about the 
bodies. 

o Establish the project structure, as well as strategic governance above this will 
need to be clear on accountabilities and decision making. 

o Establish the project team, as this will need to be properly resourced by both 
specialist and generalist policy staff, working closely with other [REDACT, s. 

29(1)(a)]. 
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o Develop the key artefacts, including outline/full business case, impact 
assessments, risk assessments etc. 

o Make links and create synergies with the wider work on public sector reform.  
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ANNEX A – Rationale for any potential reform of SQA and Education Scotland 

 
Top lines 

 

 The overarching purpose for any reform in education will be to improve the quality 
of support for schools,  increase the pace of improvement and reduce variability in 

the outcomes achieved by children and young people across the country. 

 We have heard the views expressed by others for some time. That includes other 
parties, as well as a range of external commentators. 

 All parts of the system must have confidence in the clarity and coherence of roles 

within and between national agencies.  

 We need to consider how functions relating to assessment and curriculum dovetail, 
and do so in a way that is consistent with CfE. 

 The forthcoming report from the OECD will provide us further advice on how to 

undertake such reform in a way that delivers maximum impact. 

 This decision is not a judgement on the performance of these two agencies, and 
particularly during the unprecedented challenges of responding to the pandemic. 
Instead, it is intended to [REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)] to deliver maximum progress as we 

embark on a period of renewal in the period ahead.  
 
General 
 

 The overarching purpose for any reform in education will be to improve the quality 
of support for schools,  increase the pace of improvement and reduce variability in 
the outcomes achieved by children and young people across the country. 

 Support for greater school empowerment remains high. To ensure empowerment 

works effectively, it is right to  review the governance landscape, [REDACT, s. 

29(1)(a)]. 

 National agencies must be well placed to support and challenge an increased pace 

of improvement in Scottish education, and to do this with credibility, rigour and 
impact. [REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)].   

 The International Council of Education Advisers (ICEA) most recent Report notes 
that the ICEA has consistently underlined how cultural change, capacity building, 

and structural change are key elements in securing sustained improvements in 
Scotland’s education system.  

 [REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)], [REDACT, s. 30(b)]. 

 The Education and Skills Committee’s report (Mar 2021) stated that “Confidence 

among practitioners in these organisations also appears low and it is clear that 
structural reform is now required. With the OECD report due to be published this 
year, we urge our successor committee to undertake work early in the new 
Parliamentary session with a view to establishing what such structural reform could 

and should encompass.” 

 This programme of reform will be able to take account of recommendations made 
by the OECD review in an efficient and pragmatic way. 

 
Education Scotland 
 

 There is a clear need to drive the pace of improvement and reduce variability in the 
outcomes achieved by children and young people 
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 [REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)], [REDACT, s. 30(b)] 

 [REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)], [REDACT, s. 30(b)]. 

 There are a number of recent independent reports on aspects of Scottish 
Education (including by the ICEA and by Audit Scotland) which support the case 
for change, [REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)], [REDACT s. 30(b)].   

 
SQA 
 

 There has been significant scrutiny of the SQA, particularly in the light of events 
around the approach to qualifications during the pandemic.  

 Lib Dems and Greens manifestos called for reform of SQA Board, with greater 
frontline teaching experience among Board members and more stakeholder 
representation (young people, parents).  

 The Lib Dem Education Debate, 17 Feb 2021, raised concerns [REDACT, s. 

29(1)(a)], [REDACT, s. 30(b)]. The Lib Dem motion passed. 

 Criticism pre-dates the pandemic. The Education and Skills Committee called for 
reform of SQA (and Education Scotland) in 2016/17 [REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)], 

[REDACT, s. 30(b)]. 

 [REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)], [REDACT, s. 30(b)] 
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ANNEX B – Likely Stakeholder Views 
 

Key Policy Possible Actions Likely Stakeholder 
Views 

[REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)] [REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)] [REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)] 
 

[REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)] [REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)] [REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)] 
 

[REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)] [REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)] [REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)] 
 

[REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)] [REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)] [REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)] 
  

[REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)] [REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)] [REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)] 
 

[REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)] [REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)] [REDACT, s. 29(1)(a)] 
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